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R O B E R T  C .  P O Z E N  

J O R D A N  H I R S C H  

U.S. and EU Trademark Protection 
 

A United States trademark allows a company to distinguish its goods and services in the U.S. 
market. But in order to distinguish goods and services in the European Union (EU), a company must 
obtain separate EU trademark protection. The fact that a company has successfully acquired a 
trademark in the U.S. does not guarantee that it will also receive a trademark in the EU. Indeed, there 
are dramatic differences between what can be trademarked in the United States and the EU. 

In the U.S., any mark that identifies the source of a product and distinguishes the product from 
other goods can receive a trademark. This determination is left largely to the subjective discretion of 
individual trademark examiners and judges. Over time, judges have found that a wide variety of 
marks can receive U.S. trademark protection, including slogans, shapes, sounds, colors, and even 
smells.   

In the EU, however, trademark law is not as broad. The EU has adopted minimum standards for 
trademarks that are applicable in every EU nation. These standards do not allow for the type of 
subjective evaluations that have facilitated the expansion of U.S. trademark law. Indeed, some marks 
that are eligible for protection in the U.S.—such as smells—are not covered by EU standards. 
Moreover, each EU nation also has its own national trademark laws which, particularly in countries 
that use “civil law” judicial systems, can further restrict the scope of trademark protection.   

This note examines in detail the reach of trademark law in the United States as compared to the 
EU. The note concludes that the differences in trademark protection in the U.S. and the EU are 
important factors for a U.S. company to consider when deciding whether to expend time and 
resources pursuing EU trademark protection.    

U.S. Trademark Law 

Trademark Law in the United States is Flexible and Broad 

The United States is a common law country. U.S. laws are interpreted by judges and judicial 
decisions become binding precedent. This process of judge-made law allows great flexibility and 
discretion.1 A judge confronting a particular set of facts and equities can determine that protection is 
warranted even if it is not explicitly set forth in a statute.2  Trademark law reflects this principle.   
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The U.S. trademark statute states that “any word, name, symbol, or device,” may receive 
trademark protection. The mark must simply be used to identify the source of goods and distinguish 
those goods from goods sold by others.3 An applicant in the U.S. can also receive protection for a 
mark that identifies and distinguishes services (rather than goods). For example, the “McDonalds” 
mark refers to food services. Such marks are referred to as “service marks,” and receive the same 
protection as trademarks.4   

The determination of what trade and service marks sufficiently “identify” and “distinguish” 
goods is often left to the subjective determination of judges and trademark examiners. Under U.S. 
law, marks that are merely “descriptive” of a product cannot receive trademark protection.5 For 
instance, an apple-seller cannot obtain a trademark on the name “Tasty.”6 However, U.S. law also 
states that if an applicant can prove to a trademark examiner or judge that a descriptive mark has 
become distinctive of the applicant’s particular product—referred to as obtaining “secondary 
meaning”—the mark is eligible for protection.7 For example, the “All Bran” breakfast cereal mark 
began as merely descriptive of a product that included bran. Over time, however, customers 
associated the mark with a particular brand.8 “All Bran” is now a protected trademark. Whether a 
descriptive mark has become distinctive is a fact-specific analysis that hinges on the subjective 
determination of a judge or examiner.  

Similarly, under U.S. law, judges are responsible for determining whether a trademark that has 
issued should be canceled because it has become “generic.”9 Xerox is the most common example.  
After Xerox became popular, the public began to use the term “xerox” as a verb or a noun to refer 
generally to photocopying, rather than to particular products and services offered by Xerox. It was 
common to ask for “a xerox” of a document, or to ask someone “to xerox” a document. In an effort to 
avoid the loss of trademark protection, Xerox has launched a public relations campaign to encourage 
the public to use the term “Xerox” only as an adjective, as in: “Make me a photocopy using that Xerox 
copier.”10   

Types of Marks that Can Be Protected in the U.S. 

Under the flexible, judge-made standards of U.S. trademark law, a wide variety of marks can 
receive trademark protection, including:  

• Slogans, such as “The Skin You Love to Feel.”11 
• Symbols, such as the Nike Swoosh.12 
• Alphanumeric phone numbers, such as “1-800-MATTRES.”13 
• Shapes, such as the Coca-Cola bottle.14 

The U.S. has also extended trademark protection to the following types of unconventional marks:   

Colors:  In Qualitex Co. v. Jacobson Prods. Co., 514 U.S. 159 (1995), the United States Supreme Court 
found that a color can be trademarked. The Court explained that just like a slogan, a color can 
distinguish goods and identify their source.15 The Court extended trademark protection to the green-
gold color of a press pad.16 

Sounds:  As long as the applicant submits a sufficient description of the sound, a distinctive sound 
can receive trademark protection.17 For example, the sound of the roar of the MGM lion has been 
trademarked.18 NBC’s three-chimes is also protected.19 Even the sound of Tarzan’s yell has been 
trademarked.20 
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Smells: Applicants have received U.S. trademarks on distinctive smells applied to products. For 
example, in In re Clark, the Patent and Trademark Office’s Trademark Trial and Appeal Board 
allowed a trademark on a fresh floral scent applied to yarn.21   

Even tastes can be trademarked.22  

In short, because the U.S. allows judges to expand the scope of trademark protection, U.S. 
trademark law has been extended to cover a wide variety of marks.23 

EU Trademark Law 

Trademark Law in the EU Is Narrow  

Trademark law in the EU is much less flexible than U.S. law. Two overarching factors drive this 
difference. First, the EU sets minimum standards that govern EU trademark law and do not leave 
room for subjective interpretation.24 While the application of U.S. trademark principles varies 
according to the judge assigned to a particular case, the EU’s minimum standards are purposively 
designed to apply uniformly across the EU irrespective of discretionary tastes or perceptions.25  
Second, some EU countries are “civil law” nations; their national laws are set forth in statutes and 
judges are not given discretion to extend the law. This further curtails the expansion of trademark 
protection.  

EU Minimum Standards Lead to Strict Trademark Laws 

One function of the EU is to establish minimum protections and standards that all member 
nations must observe.26 While the EU has failed to establish minimum standards in some areas of 
intellectual property (for instance, with respect to most substantive aspects of patent protection), it 
has successfully developed standards for trademarks. Through the “First Council Directive” of 1988 
and the “Regulation on the Community Trademark” of 1993, the EU enacted trademark standards 
that must be incorporated into the national laws of every EU nation.27 Thus, while individual nations 
in the EU still have different trademark laws and can issue their own trademarks, the EU’s minimum 
standards must be observed throughout the EU. The EU has also established its own “community 
trademark,” which is enforceable throughout the EU and is administered through a central EU 
processing office.28  

To ensure consistent and objective application, the EU’s minimum standards set forth inflexible 
criteria. Under the EU standards, an applicant seeking a trademark must demonstrate that its mark: 
(i) shows that goods or services bearing the mark originate from a single source; and (ii) is capable of 
being “represented graphically.”29 As is the case in the U.S., “service marks” can also be protected in 
the EU.30   

The EU trademark requirements differ from U.S. law in several key respects. In particular, the 
EU’s graphic representation requirement sets forth an objective requirement (not present in U.S. law) 
that does not leave room for subjective evaluations. Simply put, if a mark cannot be depicted 
graphically, it is not eligible for trademark protection in the EU. The result is that certain types of 
marks that can be protected in the U.S. are not eligible in the EU, including: 

Smells:  While there is no explicit EU agreement on smell, as a practical matter a smell cannot be 
represented graphically. Consider the floral scent on a ball of yarn that was granted a trademark in 
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the U.S. A floral scent cannot be represented visually.31 This was recently confirmed by a case 
decided by the EU court—The Court of Justice of the European Communities (“ECJ”). In Sieckmann v. 
Deutsches Patent-und Markenamt, the ECJ found that none of a chemical formula, written description, 
scent sample, or combination thereof satisfy the graphic representation requirement.32 

Sounds:  Sound marks are permitted in the EU, but not through written descriptions, as is allowed 
in the U.S.33 A written description of a sound is too subjective and imprecise to satisfy the objective 
criteria of the EU. The EU therefore allows sound marks only if the applicant submits a musical 
notation describing the sound. This way, different notations can be compared to determine 
distinctiveness. 

Colors:  Similarly, with respect to color marks, a simple written description is not sufficient.  
Instead, an applicant in the EU must submit a sample of the color and designate the color according 
to internationally adopted color identification codes. Again, this ensures objective evaluations 
concerning the distinctiveness of the mark.34  

Case study: United Kingdom Trademark law in the U.K. demonstrates the narrow approach 
to trademark protection proscribed by the EU. If left to its own devices, the U.K. would likely 
gravitate towards the broad U.S. approach to trademark protection. Indeed, there are many 
similarities between the trademark laws of the two nations: 

• Like the U.S., the U.K. is a common law system that allows judges to make discretionary 
determinations.  

• Like U.S. law, U.K. law allows an applicant who submits a descriptive mark to gain protection 
by proving to an examiner or judge that the mark has acquired “secondary meaning.”35 

• Like U.S. law, U.K. law provides that if a registered mark becomes generic, it can be 
canceled.36  

Therefore, just like the U.S., the U.K. has historically protected non-conventional marks. For 
example, the U.K. has granted a trademark to the sound of dog barking.37 The U.K. has also granted 
trademark protection to smells. Judges in the U.K. reasoned that if a smell is described with sufficient 
particularity, it should be protected. For example, a floral smell used on car tires was granted 
trademark protection in the U.K. 38 

However, as a member of the EU, the U.K. has had to modify its approach to trademark 
protection to conform to the EU’s minimum standards. In 1994, the U.K. amended its laws to require 
that a trademark not only distinguish goods and services, but also be capable of graphic 
representation.39 Since this modification, U.K. courts have taken a more narrow approach to 
trademark protection. For instance, since the ECJ’s decision in Sieckmann, U.K. courts have not 
granted trademark protection to smells. Previously-approved marks protecting smells may also be 
challenged and found invalid under the EU’s standards. In light of the EU’s requirements, U.K. 
courts have also not extended protection to other non-conventional marks, such as tastes. Some 
commentators believe that U.K. courts will even begin to change their approach to sound marks 
following a 2003 ECJ opinion finding that sound marks have to include not only musical notations, 
but also a representation of the sound on a stage with identified timings.40 In short, the more the U.K. 
aligns its trademark laws with the EU’s minimum standards, the more narrow U.K. trademark 
protection becomes.    
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The Civil Law Systems of Many EU Countries Lead to Inflexible Trademark Laws 

The second reason for the EU’s more narrow approach to trademarks is that many EU countries 
are civil law nations. In these countries, laws are made by statute, not by judicial decisions.41 This 
approach curtails subjective determinations and prevents the expansion of trademark protection to 
new and unconventional types of marks.  

Common v. Civil Law Systems In common law nations, abstract rules come from judicial 
decisions. Thus, in the U.S., “trademark law” evolves as judges hear new cases and make new 
rulings. In civil law nations, however, rules guide judicial decisions. Judges in civil law systems, 
therefore, do not interpret the law; they merely apply it.42 For instance, while a judicial decision in the 
U.S. can be tens of pages long and include detailed explanations of the facts, the law, and the 
application of the law to the facts, in civil law nations, judicial rulings can be just a paragraph long.  
The rulings simply state that pursuant to a particular provision of statutory code, the court has 
reached a decision.43 Like the minimum standards established by the EU, civil law systems therefore 
emphasize objective standards that are applied consistently regardless of the judge that happens to 
hear a particular case. Civil law judges, unlike their U.S. counterparts, cannot unilaterally stretch the 
reach of trademark protection.   

Case study: France French law exemplifies the approach to trademark protection of a civil law 
nation within the EU. France’s trademark laws aim to set forth concrete standards that can be applied 
objectively and do not leave room for judicial discretion.   

Article L711-1 of the French Civil Code provides that a trademark must distinguish the marked 
goods or services and must be capable of graphic representation.44 The French Code does not allow 
for subjective determinations. For example, there is no notion of “secondary meaning” in French 
trademark law.45 If a mark is descriptive, there is no further inquiry. In other words, there is no 
opportunity under French law to convince a judge that while the “All Bran” mark initially was 
merely descriptive, it slowly became distinctive. Similarly, if a mark is properly registered under 
French law, it cannot be canceled if it becomes “generic.”46 French trademark law operates in 
absolutes—once a mark is protected, the analysis is complete. Further, as is the case in all EU nations, 
the requirement that marks be capable of graphic representation further curtails the ability of 
applicants to obtain protection over certain types of marks.47 For example, smells cannot be registered 
as trademarks in France.48 Other unconventional marks, such as tastes, are also outside the protection 
of French law.    

Conclusion 

Before spending time and money attempting to extend a U.S. trademark into the EU, a company 
should consider the differences between U.S. and EU trademark law. In the U.S., trademark law is 
flexible and subjective. Sounds, smells, and even tastes are eligible for trademark protection. In the 
EU, however, objective standards that require trademarks to be capable of graphic representation 
restrict the type of marks that can be protected. A company with a U.S. trademark on a smell, for 
instance, will have difficulty obtaining protection in the EU. Moreover, a company seeking EU 
trademark protection must contend with the national trademark laws of individual EU nations. In 
some EU countries, civil law systems further prevent the extension of trademark protection to non-
conventional marks. Whether it makes business sense to pursue a trademark in the EU therefore 
depends on the type of mark at issue and the country in which a company seeks protection. 
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